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INTRODUCTION

Migrations from the Ottoman to the Croatian and Slavonian Military Border in the second half of the 16th and first half of the 17th century have been reconstructed by many historians in Croatia and elsewhere. This paper

1 Following several Ottoman offensives from the 1520s till the 1590s, the territory of the Croatian and Slavonian Kingdom was reduced to a thin belt of territory, the so-called reliciae religiorum. Pushed by the Ottoman conquest, the Diets and Estates of the Croatian and Slavonian Kingdom started to cooperate more closely (from 1558, the Croatian and Slavonian Diets convened together). The unconquered territorial belt was during the 16th century organised as a defensive zone and divided into two main sections: Croatian and Slavonian Military Border (later on the Generalate of Karlovac and the Generalate of Varaždin). In the period considered the territory of two Kingdoms and two Borders overlapped stretching from the Adriatic Sea to River Drava, along the frontier of Austrian Hereditary Lands, Styria and Carniola.

investigates patterns of tolerance and intolerance practiced by institutions and social groups towards population that migrated from the Ottoman to the Habsburg side of the military border. It focuses on the case of Gomirje that became a multi-ethnic and multi-confessional locality in the course of these migrations. This paper will explore the extent of intolerant and tolerant behaviour as well as the motives (triggers) behind them. Intolerant behaviour was not just performed through aggressive and violent acts but could also have been performed through codification and regulation enforced by domestic institutions that were inaccessible to the new-coming population.

In the period considered, extreme religious intolerance surrounded the region under examination. Conflict between the Islam and Christianity became epic in its proportion. Fierce religious clash was affecting everyday life and politics in neighbouring Inner-Austrian Lands. Catholics and Protestants of various social statuses in Inner-Austria (and elsewhere in Europe) were exhibiting various forms of intolerant behaviour, from verbal insults to physical attacks. It heightened from the 1580s to 1629. In Hungary, religious conflict between Protestants and Catholics resolved in the Bocskay uprising (1604-1606). It happened simultaneously to intense migrations of Orthodox population to the Croatian and Slavonian Border. In the Ottoman Empire, throughout the 16th and 17th century the Orthodox hierarchy and the Catholic Church were fighting for the spiritual care over Christians in the Ottoman Empire. Moreover, judging to the research of

Josip Bururac various Catholic Bishops in Slavonia were in constant conflict with the Franciscan order for the spiritual care of the Catholic population. They also struggled over the right to collect taxes from Christian believers.

Gomirje in the Regional Context

Gomirje was a region on the Croatian Military Border (later the Generalate of Karlovac), some 6 km south of the Carniolan border (Carniola or Carnia was the Inner-Austrian Habsburg province). In the 16th century Gomirje was one of several settled places in the mountainous and forested region (Gorski kotar), including places such as Vrboska, Moravice, Delnice, Brod, Lič and so on. An entire region was repeatedly plundered by Ottoman troops from the last decades of the 15th century, being positioned on the most frequented Ottoman plundering route Plaški-Ogulin-Gomirje and further on the Carniola. By 1486, destruction of the estates by the Ottomans motivated the Frankopans to reduce cash dues to serfs in Gomirje and in several other villages on their Modruš estate. By the 1570s and 1580s, following an entire century of Ottoman raids to Carniola, the area was depopulated and the lands uncultivated.

The organisation of defence in this region became more solid towards the 1560s. The Captain-in-Chief of the Croatian Border, Ivan Lenković, a renowned Carniolan nobleman, started to introduce improvements into the defence system. Moreover, in the 1570s numerous defence plans were developed, mainly by the Inner-Austrian Estates (Styrian, Carnitian and Carniolan), to reorganize and systematize the defence and financing of the Croatian and Slavonian Borders/Kingdoms. The basis of the defence system

---

9 Throughout the 16th century, the Croatian and Slavonian nobility was not able solely to organise a systematic defence of its Kingdom. Amongst other factors, it was due to the devastating consequences of initial Ottoman raids, dispersal of noble financial assets to individual defence organisation, internal conflicts of interest between the Croatian and Slavonian nobility and magnates and their consequent inactivity to jointly react to the Ottoman advance on an institutional level, limited financial and organisational power of
was set at the Viennese Assembly in 1577 and at the General Diet of the Inner-Austrian Estates in 1578. In 1579, the largest fortress on the Croatian Border was built, mainly with Inner-Austrian capital. It was Karlovac that immediately became the centre of the Croatian Border taking the edge off Ottoman offensives in the centre. Located some 20 km from the Inner-Austrian Border, it was at the epicentre of transit routes between the Adriatic Sea, the Ottoman Bosnia and Habsburg Carniola. Furthermore, in the 1570s and the 1580s, the Inner-Austrian military administration attempted to turn Ogulin (castle and town some 15 km south-east of Gomirje) into the central logistic stronghold on the Croatian Border. The erection of Karlovac and the arrangements envisaged for Ogulin benefited Gomirje. Ottoman invasions into Carniola were significantly reduced. Gomirje and other places in Gorski kotar entered a more peaceful period of time.

Consequently, the area attracted the attention of many parties. First, the nobility that possessed the surrounding land saw a chance to revitalize its estates. For such an enterprise they needed to settle the estates again. Secondly, the area became appealing to the Inner-Austrian military administration on the Croatian-Slavonian Border. The military administration had two factions, the archduke and the Inner-Austrian Estates. Their defence goals were similar – both attempted to undermine the landownership rights of Croatian nobles settling newcomers as soldiers on the noble's estates. Still, their interests diverged in political and religious domains, which were also reflected in Gomirje's case. Thirdly, old settlers and the remaining autochthonous population defied newcomers who threatened their 'ancient rights'. Fourthly, the Slavonian and Croatian nobility as well as its representative bodies – the Croatian-Slavonian Diet and Ban – also reacted. Fifthly, the Habsburg king balanced between the interests of the Inner-Austrian military administration and the interests of the Croatian noblemen and Diet, de facto assisting the first and simulating support for the latter. The majority of newcomers were supposed to arrive from the Ottoman side of the Border. After being invited and attracted by the military border commanders, they began arriving in groups, mostly in an organised manner. Their status and rights were assured or even to be improved beyond the levels that they had under the Ottoman Empire.

Gomirje, an irrelevant and abandoned place on the Croatian Border, came to the focus of attention of various parties towards the end of the 16th century. Due to the quantity of sources, the case of Gomirje would therefore serve as a good case study for the proposed examination on tolerance/intolerance patterns – though it was just one exemplary contested zone, among many similar in contemporary Croatian and Slavonian Military Borders/Kingdoms.

In the described circumstances the grounds for intolerant behaviour towards newcomers could be manifold – economic, social, religious, military and so on. In which form did the intolerant behaviour appear or did it appear at all? Did the domination of economic interests result with religious tolerance? These questions remain to be examined.

The newcomers

The first “actors in this story” were newcomers - Ottoman subjects of Christian faith who were convinced into moving with various promises. They were mostly Slavs. Up to the 1700s a relatively small number of Croat Catholics remained on the Ottoman side. Those who could still be lured to relocate were the groups of Orthodox Vlachs. People arriving on the Habsburg side were mostly called Vlachs (Walachos), though often they could be referred to as Rascians or Rascians. They were either transhumant cattle breeders.

---

10 Chronology of conflicts for Gomirje was presented by Milan Radeka. M. Radeka, Gornja Krajina ili Karlovačko vladiništvo: Lika, Krkana, Gacka, Kapeljko, Kordun i banija, Zagreb 1975, pp. 54-63.
11 Ibid, Sroba Srba u Hrvatsku i Slavoniju, pp. 11-12. Though Aleksa Ivić presented many citations from sources where Vlachs were identified as Rascians (Unatom, pp. 11-16) this is still an inadequate evidence for the identification of all Vlachs as Serbs. Vjekoslav Klaič and Pero Šišić also identified Vlachs as Serbs at the time (though with somewhat different
or already sedentarized transhumant population, living in extended families and possessing thousands of livestock. They were under the jurisdiction of the Serbian Patriarchy of Pec (It was a period of time when some patriarchs of Pec maintained close relations with the Pope.). They mostly spoke new-štokavian, ijakavian dialect. On the Bosnian-Croatian border at the time, they were relatively numerous. Their economic and confessional status on the Ottoman side significantly aggravated during the Long War (1593-1606). Many of these Vlachs, even entire villages, were motivated to abandon the Ottoman vassalage and enter into the Habsburg service.

Transfers were negotiated with the Croatian nobility and military authorities. Military authorities sent their commanders to the Ottoman side promising privileges. On the Vlach side, Orthodox priests, mostly Orthodox monks (kuladeci) played a large part in the negotiations. Seniors from Vlach communities were commonly closely related to these priests and monks, through family relations or by interest. Relocations and settlements started to be increasingly arranged from the 1590s. Settlement contracts were made by the Žrinški and Frankopan families or the military commanders and the Croatian Ban on one side and by the senior Vlachs and Orthodox monks on the other.

From 1599 and in subsequent years several hundreds of souls would be settled in a number of waves. It decreased the military potential of the Ottomans whom Vlachs had served until that time. Vlachs were experienced in war but much less in the cultivation of land. They needed a lot of space for cattle breeding and strong logistical backup in terms of initial financial means and victuals for their upkeep in the first years of their arrival. These were promised (though seldom provided) by military authorities or the nobility – regarding under whose conditions the Vlachs arrived. Vlachs also required numerous religious and traditional Vlach privileges.

---

Military Border authorities

Vlachs mostly arrived on the Habsburg side of the Border on the invitation of border commanders. Negotiations started when in 1580 the Ottomans extensively started to settle Vlachs into the Lika region and the area of Brekovica and Stjepić, which significantly increased combat potential of Ottoman border troops. Croatian Border commanders like Weihard Auersperg, until 1581, and Jobst Joseph von Thurn after him were attacking the Ottoman territory attempting to stop Vlach settlements, but without success. The Habsburgs could not engage additional paid soldiers and efficiently answer this threat. After a sequence of failures they changed their tactics. As a countermeasure they started to attract Vlachs to the Habsburg side of the Border promising similar privileges as they had on the Ottoman side.

Since this paper focuses on the Gornije region, it will provide just the necessary framework as to the migrations to the rest of the Croatian Border. Negotiations and migrations on the Croatian Border started in the middle of the 1580s. A better organised and better documented phase followed from the middle of the 1590s. In the mid 1590s, as already observed by Aleksa Ivić, the commanding personnel at the military border changed. Juraj Lenković became the commander-in-chief of the Croatian Border in March 1594 and Sigismund Herberstein became the commander-in-chief...
of the Slavonian Border in May 1594. In 1595, Archduke Maximilian was replaced by the active and energetic Archduke Ferdinand. Dominated by military objectives, all of them were most ardent supporters of Vlach migrations. Lower ranking commanders followed, for example captains of Senj - Josip Rabata until 1601 and Daniel Frankol after 1601. From 1597, waves of settlers began to move to the Habsburg side. Such chronology of migrations on the Croatian Border corresponds to the one on the Slavonian Border that has been presented by Karl Kaser. All in all, higher and lower ranking officers attracted hundreds of Vlach families from the Ottoman to the Habsburg side of the Border i.e. the Croatian and Slavonian territories through historiography still awaits additional research to adequately reconstruct migrations in the area.

In order to maintain strategic functioning of the defence system they financed, Inner-Austrian Estates had to have a military control on the Border. They considered it to be necessary to control the shortest connection between the Border and the Inner-Austrian Lands, which went north-south, from Graz to Karlovac, disregarding the fact that this would intersect the Zrinski family interest route that went east-west. The economic prosperity of Croatian nobles and estates was not their priority. They wanted to repopulate the area. In their design the Vlachs were at their disposal and could be well used for military service. Since money was short, the newcomers were supposed to be granted with lands in return for military service. The land was easy to give since it mostly belonged to the Croatian nobility and not to the archduke or the Inner-Austrian Estates. At the request of military commanders, nobility would accept settlers at first, but soon it began to utter complaints. The archduke would often reject these complaints claiming that the land had been abandoned and desolate for decades.

21 Ibidem, p. 17.
20 A comprehensive list of the documented arrivals of Vlachs to the Slavonian Border from 1587 to 1600 was made by Karl Kaser. KASER, Freier Bauer und Soldat, Croatian ed. Zagreb 1997, vol. I, p. 89. See also F. MOCAČI, 'Masovno naseljanje vlah', pp. 689-690, and further ADAMČEK, Agrami odnosi, pp. 519-541.
21 From 1584, Vlachs from Lika were on two occasions brought from Lika to the Croatian Border by commander-in-chief Andrej Aueraper. Smaller groups followed. In 1586, Vlachs from villages Dugonoge, Bremnik, Rista and Humčić surrendered to the Habsburgs. In 1600, Lenčić worked on the transfer of Vlachs and from 1601 his work was continued by Veit Kuhl. In August 1601, one group was brought by the Captain of Senj Joseph Rabata. In the winter of 1601, one group was brought by Captain Daniel Frankol, and so on. ĐORđe Srbin, Srbi u Hrvatsku i Slavoniju, pp. 9, 29-30, 33. More on various settlements among others also in ADAMČEK, Agrami odnosi, pp. 520-521.
22 On the paradigm "peasant-soldier" see KASER, Freier Bauer und Soldat.

Border commanders who were mainly Inner-Austrian also attempted to exploit the Vlachs. They imposed various charges upon them. Vlachs would have to pay judicial fees and offer gifts (or often even bribes) or a share of spoils to them. Even the Archduke disapproved of it. He did not financially profit from it and he did not want to risk any Vlach riots or their return to the Ottoman Empire. He often demanded of his Estates to behave correctly.

By defending their own lands on the territory of the Croatian-Slavonian Kingdom, Inner-Austrians always tackled the interests of some Croatian or Slavonian noblemen. Conflicts with feudal owners were unavoidable. They intensified through the struggle for well paid military posts - mostly given to Inner-Austrian noblemen. Their dominant positions in the military hierarchy ran into strong and long-lasting disapproval from the Croatian-Slavonian Estates and Diet. Vlachs added yet another dimension to the conflicts that were resolved differently on the Croatian and Slavonian Borders.

**Croatian magnates-families Zrinski and Frankopan**

In the 16th century the Zrinski and Frankopan families held the highest offices in the Hungarian Kingdom. They were keeping their private military troops on the Croatian Border from the time when the Ottoman invasions began. Being unable to resist the Ottomans by themselves, they entered Inner-Austrian military service as experienced commanders, enrolling their horsemen and foot-soldiers into the Habsburg service, but retaining their private troops at the same time. In sum, they were among a few domestic magnate families that shaped the affairs of the Hungarian-Croatian Kingdom.

In the 16th century the Zrinski and Frankopan families were also two major landowners in the remnants of the Croatian Kingdom/Croatian Border. The Zrinski family had even strengthened its position by the end of the 16th century. Its vast possessions stretched from Royal Hungary to the Adriatic Sea which enabled it to control communication routes along

23 Petar Mocačin notes that in some periods Cambilian Estates counted to the Croatian noblemen as their ally in their conflict with the Inner-Austrian archduke. When internal Cambilian conflicts intensified they acted in favour of Zrinski and other Croatian nobility in Vlach questions. In 1608, Cambilian Estates rejected to solve the question of the jurisdiction over Comirje before the status of the Zrinski family was cleared. They did not want to act against the Zrinski family. F. MOCAČIN, 'Masovno naseljanje vlah', p. 698.
the entire border with Inner-Austrian provinces - Carniola and Styria. The Zrinski and Frankopan families were the leading estate owners in the area of Gomirje. As mentioned above, the estates in this region were devastated and depopulated. Lands were left uncultivated for decades, even turning into woodland. With the consolidation of defence the Zrinski and Frankopan families became interested in the re-population of these lands. The newcomers were welcomed. Some peasants were even attracted from Carniola but the majority came from Ottoman territory.

Zrinski and Frankopans, interested in the military and economic potential of the settlers, participated in the negotiations upon their arrival arranging it with the rest of border commanders. At the requirement of the Archduke and/or military commanders, the Zrinski and Frankopans often agreed to bestow some of their lands for the settlement of Vlachs. On some occasions, border commanders asked noblemen to provide lands for Vlachs only after they had arrived. Commanders would agree upon the transfer, Vlachs would arrive on the Habsburg side but the place of settlement would often remain an open question. After their arrival Vlachs have been given the status of soldiers subordinated to the military hierarchy or the status of private Vlachs subordinated to Zrinski and Frankopans as their masters.

In July and August 1600, 325 persons, of whom 125 were well-armed were settled in Gomirje by the arrangement of Commander-in-Chief Juraj Lenković (Lenković was, by the way, the son-in-law of Juraj Zrinski). Lenković asked the Inner-Austrian Aulic War Council in Graz to support the newcomers with food until they were settled and built houses. The War Council ordered Carniolan Estates to help Vlachs but they only offered meagre help replying that they also had a lack of food. The settlement of Vlachs in Gomirje was followed by several other waves of settlements in the adjacent areas of Moravice and Vrbovsko, belonging to the Frankopans and to Lič, belonging to the Zrinski.

Shortly after the arrival Zrinski and Frankopans intended to turn the Vlach soldiers in Gomirje into private Vlachs. This meant the imposition of Vlach dues and their extensive military use - if necessary. On 26th March, 1601, Juraj Zrinski began to protest. He asked Archduke Ferdinand for direct control over those Vlachs that were settled on his lands in Gomirje without his knowledge some two years before. Zrinski started to provide numerous reasons for the subordination of Vlachs and their withdrawal from the military authority of the Archduke and Inner-Austrians. He wanted to make them subordinate because “Vlachs are committing significant and intolerable damages to me and my poor subjects and this should not be allowed to happen because they are on my land and they legally belong to me.” Furthermore, Vlachs in Gomirje “are not harming only me and my poor subjects but also, as I found out from the truthful reports of my officials, that Vlachs are secretly stealing young children and selling them to the Turks”. After some time he again wrote to Archduke Ferdinand saying that “there is so little use of Vlachs and so much damage to everybody since they still faithfully correspond with the Turks and rob passengers threatening public security”. Still, since he had “many other of the same Vlachs on his properties that always hurried to the designated place to help in dangerous times” he promised to continue with such practice and aid the Croatian Border commander whenever he would ask.

In April 1602, a group of some 300 Vlachs complained to the Carniolan Estates that they came to Gomirje persuaded by the commander-in-chief Lenkovic and Captain Frankol, gaining nothing in return. “The possessions we brought with us were spent or sold”, they said, and “we were experiencing

---

22 The session or household (domus, familia) was considered deserted for 10 to 15 years at the most. After this, it lost the characteristics of the cultivated land and was no longer considered a taxable unit. ADAMČEK, Agrarni odnosi, p. 39.
23 Ibidem, pp. 352-353.
24 In August 1605, after Vlachs already came, the archduke asked Zrinski to give additional lands around Moravice and Debnice for the settlement of “fine and respectable” Vlachs with their wives and children brought recently from Ostrožac field by Captain Velt Kihal. SHK, vol. I, p. 345.
25 Ivič, Seoba Srba u Hrvatsku i Slavoniju, pp. 29-30. ADAMČEK states that the commander of the Croatian Border settled two large groups of Vlachs (around 300 persons) from Bosnia to Gomirje in August 1600. ADAMČEK, Agrarni odnosi, p. 520.
26 At the end, the newcomers in Gomirje were given yearly provision in cash (200 guldens) from 1605. SHK, vol. II, p. 134; Ivič, Seoba Srba u Hrvatsku i Slavoniju, pp. 29-30.
27 In May 1605, a group of 500 (Ivič states 700) people, of whom 200 soldiers were brought by Captain Frankol from Koreni in Lič (Krompoto) to Lič. In May 1605, a group from Ostrožac was brought by Captain Kihal to the Frankopan lands from Medreža to Touj and to Moravice and Debnice. SHK, vol. I, pp. 350-351; V. KLJAC, Povijesni Hrvatske, vol. 5, Zagreb 1973, pp. 623-624; Ivič, Srba u Hrvatsku i Slavoniju, pp. 34-39.
28 „Euer fr. Dhr. in vnderthenthentz ihmizt zu beheligen habe ich gehors. mit wnbgehören können Das wie vngelführt vor zwanen jahren der herr bau nnd allgemein obisater in Cravatzen herr Georg Lenkwitztich, mein hern siden, was Walchen zum der Türekhey gebraucht, sie auf meinen eigenthumlichen grundt und poden ohne mein vorwissen bey Gomser genantt gefüetzt und soliche gegenb ihnen zu bewohnen eingegeben. “; in SHK, vol. I, p. 293.
harsh death and famine". Besides this, they said, "the Zriniskis were treating us as peasants or forcing us to leave, while we only wanted to settle abandoned lands around Vrbovsko and Moravice held by the Zriniskis, and Kamensko held by the Frankopans that were promised by commander Lenković. We are not able to serve two masters in the same time", they concluded. The Vlachs were increasingly dissatisfied by the way they were being handled. They required the confirmation of their status and privileges threatening that they will return to the Ottoman side.

Juraj Zrininski insisted on his own viewpoint: "Since these Vlachs are settled on my land and keep their sheep and other cattle here during winter, I took the title from them in accordance with the custom... I am also a poor soldier and my land was taken to be given to another. Therefore, I am not asking from Vlachs anything more than from the others. ...I simply cannot stand to have them on my land in such status any longer". The Zriniskis asked the archduke Ferdinand to give another property to Vlachs or to officially submit Vlachs to them as private Vlachs. Still, they had little success.

Vlachs from Ljč took an oath of subordination to the Zriniskis in 1609 as their private Vlachs. Here, Zriniski wanted to turn private Vlachs into serfs. This meant the imposition of all seigniorial dues and taxes. In 1606, Vlachs from Ljč revoked their pledge to the Zriniskis. They complained that "they are in many ways molested by Zriniski and regarded as his peasants which they could allow or bear no longer". They fiercely protested wanting to change their lord following the example of other Vlachs who mostly settled as soldiers.

The Zriniski and Frankopan families were unanimous in their attitude towards the Vlachs. Still, the affair was complicated further by the internal conflicts between these two families - each claiming to be the rightful owner of Gomirje and its surroundings from ancient times. The Frankopans and Zriniskis started their private duel over Gomirje property rights just when Vlachs started to settle there and the estates could be profitable again. Both families started with intense lobbying to solve the property litigation to their own advantages. Both of them wanted the territory on the basis of some ambivalent clauses from the Zriniski-Frankopan private contracts of mutual inheritance from 1544 and 1550. The Zriniskis had more success at first. Juraj often wrote to the Archduke: "Gomirje is mine and if Frankopan has some possessions nearby, he does not have Gomirje. It has been a patrimony of the Zriniski family for years". Moreover: "Frankopan never had a claim over it, and he will not have it in the future... and I am, once more, asking the Archduke... to subordinate these Vlachs to me so that I could punish them for their misdeeds...". The Frankopans required the same, sending almost identical letters about the evil-doings and untrustworthiness of the Vlachs.

Archduke Ferdinand and the military authorities stuck to their agenda. The Archduke replied negatively to Zriniski and Frankopan requests, firstly on 4th October 1601, declaring that "he could not subordinate these Vlachs to him or to the Frankopans because the Emperor himself privileged them for a certain period of time, as well as all other Vlachs arriving from the border, in order to use them in military service in the case of need". The son of Juraj Zrininski continued to exchange such letters without real results.

---

33 SHK, vol. 1, p. 306.
34 Ivoč, Seda Srba u Hrvatski i Slavoniji, pp. 38-39.
35 On September 25, 1602, "I would also like to obtain 25 barnams that would be paid from Karlovac, for the tower in Ljč (Vlachs were also settled in Ljč, N.S.), which I built for the defence of the Maritime Border, Croatia and Carniola, SHK, vol. 1, pp. 310-311. Zrininski also wrote directly to the King. King Rudolf II answered on 22nd October, 6002, stating that he would request a report on Vlachs who are known for their malvolent behaviour. SHK, vol. I, p. 313.
36 Between two Diet sessions, Juraj wrote a letter to the Archduke on 26th August, 1602, explaining that Gomirje is his property and asking the Archduke to subordinate Vlachs to his territory so that he could designate a commander for them. SHK, vol. 1, pp. 308-309. On 5th September, 1602, the Croatian-Slavonian Diet supported the claim made by the Zriniski asking the archduke to subordinate the Vlachs or to transfer them to some other place. F. Štrk, Acta comitiatu Regni Croatiae Dalmatiae Slavonie, vol. IV, Zagreb 1917, p. 428; R. Samardžić, R. Vinković, and T. Pauze (eds.), Izvorni sjevernog naroda, vol. III/1, Srbis pod turskim vlaštu 1337-1699, Beograd 1993, p. 460.
37 See also Radeka, Gornja Krajin, pp. 34-63.
Over subsequent years the captains and the Archduke often warned the Žrinski and the Frankopans to leave Vlachs in peace and stop exploiting them, since they were soldiers. In 1604, the Archduke announced that he could give the Vlachs as subjects to the Žrinski if they pay him 80,000 guldens, which he had already spent on their maintenance. The sum was far too exaggerated.

In the end the Frankopans were entitled as the owners of Gomirje. Since Vuk Frankopan was captain in Ogulin from 1611 and commander-in-chief of the Croatian Border from 1626 to 1632, it probably helped the family’s cause. Some Vlachs from Gomirje went to the Slavonian Border and the rest of Vlachs had to submit to the Frankopans to be their landlords. Shortly after they withdrew their loyalty and disagreements continued. Finally, in 1657, after many negotiations, the Vlachs contractually bought out Gomirje from Frankopans for 15,000 guldens.

The “Local Inhabitants”

In the territory considered, there still existed an autochthonous population in nearby Ogulin and the surrounding area. Through the 16th century, the ‘natives’ in and around Ogulin were permeated by smaller groups of settlers, arriving around 1530 and after and often serving as soldiers and spies to the Ottoman territory. These old settlers could enjoy privileges for their military service given by feudal owners. It meant that they were liberated from robot in return for their brave military service but they still had to pay dues to their feudal owner and tithe to the Catholic Church. Even better status was promised to new settlers, upon their arrival to Gomirje and surroundings. It directly compromised the status of the ‘old settlers’ and domestic population around Ogulin in military and economic terms. Vlach arrivals to various parts of the Border incited new patterns of intolerant behaviour. Conflicts escalated over the usage of pastures and woods. Vlachs who arrived in Gomirje immediately started to clear lands and cultivate them still retaining a large number of cattle as one of the main sources of their subsistence. Vlachs often did not obtain enough land for their needs so they used pastures and woods that did not belong to them. They used alternative - intolerant and unofficially permitted methods - to provide for their cattle. It incited discontent and revolts in the locals who had little understanding of the Vlachs’ situation and acted rather intolerantly towards them. This also happened in the area of Ogulin and Gomirje where old settlers (old frontiersmen) defended their exclusive rights to designated pastures and woods. Noble landowners that started to restore their estates in the region contributed to the tensions because they claimed additional lands.

Military Border officers constantly attempted to extract financial benefits from the population in the area (they ran judicial affairs and earned money from various legal fines, took gifts and bribes and participated in spoils). Frankopans were among these officers. Every commander-in-chief of the Croatian Border claimed his direct jurisdiction over the newcomers, denying jurisdiction to captains and lower officers. It caused constant conflicts between the officers on various levels of the hierarchy. It was rather vivid in the case of Gomirje, because the captain in Ogulin (Vuk Frankopan) had to constantly struggle for his jurisdiction over the newcomers from Plaški to Gomirje which was questioned by the commander-in-chief on the Croatian Border.

The Croatian-Slavonian Diet

The Diet summoned lesser nobles. Since they were individually too weak to efficiently protest on their own in various complex matters, they were using the Diet to utter their vote institutionally, through legislation. The Inner-
Austrian success in the settlement plans would result with the alienation of noble's lands from their feudal owners, additionally weakening the economic basis of the Croatian-Slavonian nobility and the Croatian-Slavonian Diet as its institution. Therefore, the Diet strongly opposed the settlement of Vlachs as soldiers\textsuperscript{35}. The majority of Croatian-Slavonian noblemen were Catholics, unhappy with Protestants in the Croatian-Slavonian Kingdom. The Diet also endorsed laws against Protestants with the religious pretext and prescribed laws against Vlachs who were mostly Orthodox, under an economic and religious pretext:

a) The Protestants in the Croatian-Slavonian Kingdom were influential magnates (Zrinski, Taby, Erdödy, Ungnad, etc.) as well as 'German' soldiers and commanders in border fortresses protected by Inner-Austrian Protestant Estates. The Diet had been articulating laws against Protestants since 1567, after Juraj Drašković, who was the Ban and the Bishop of Zagreb, returned from his successful participation in the Council of Trent.

Article 1 of the conclusions of the Croatian-Slavonian Diet from 1604 (sanctioned by King Rudolf II in 1608) states that Croatian-Slavonian Estates are firmly deciding to expel all heretics and especially preachers of the Protestant faith from the Zrinski estate Osijek or those arriving from Styria or others, while the Bishop of Zagreb should keep an eye on and prevent all those heretics\textsuperscript{36}. In 1606, when the Viennese Peace Treaty asserted the freedom of confession in the Hungarian Kingdom for a long period to come, the Croatian-Slavonian Diet discussed the issue again and reinforced the decision that Protestants should be expelled from the Kingdom. Commissaries of the Zrinski and Erdödy families at the Diet protested against confessional restrictions but were quieted down. The Bishop of Zagreb was even prompted to use Ban and his army to evict Protestants from the Kingdom\textsuperscript{37}. Although the laws against Protestants were welcomed and assisted by the Habsburgs, implementation of such intolerant policy toward Protestants depended on the extent and reach of the Diet's and the Bishop's executive power – and it was rather limited!

b) According to Article 4 of the Croatian-Slavonian Diet from 1604 (1608), all Vlachs should pay tithe to the Catholic Church acknowledging its jurisdiction in religious domain. The Vlachs should also give terragium to their landlords and personally subject to them\textsuperscript{38}. The Diet actually offered three possible solutions to the Vlach question. Firstly, Vlachs should be subordinate to the landowners in feudal terms, accept the Bishop of Zagreb as their religious authority (including the payment of tithe to the Church) and submit to the jurisdiction of the Croatian-Slavonian Ban and Diet in political terms\textsuperscript{39}. Secondly, the landowners should be awarded with other land if Vlachs remained on their land. Thirdly, the Vlachs should be completely removed from the noble's land.

Regarding Vlachs Croatian-Slavonian magnates and nobility united around one goal. Consequently, the Croatian-Slavonian Diet supported the claim made by Protestant Juraj Zrinski who asked the Archduke to recognize Zrinski's seigniorial rights or to resettle Vlachs somewhere else\textsuperscript{40}. The Diet became annoyed by Zrinski's non-attendance at the Diet, his disrespect of the Diet's decisions and his Protestant orientation. However they supported his demands on principal as support to all noblemen in the Kingdom. Possible religious discord with the Orthodox Vlachs was secondary to the establishment of feudal rights for a time being (a few decades later it would change).

The Habsburgs sanctioned the Article 4 but they did not support it de facto. The Habsburgs did not really want to cause detriment among the Vlach population, quite the opposite. The Habsburgs and Inner-Austrians worked against the Croatian-Slavonian Diet in this instance. Again, the Croatian-Slavonian Diet and Ban, as two essential institutions in the Croatian-Slavonian Kingdom, were again not strong enough to execute the Diet's decisions since they did not have enough executive power.

First of all, throughout the 16th century the Croatian-Slavonian Kingdom did not develop effective institutions. The Kingdom was from the 15th century exposed to intensive Ottoman conquests, followed by migrations and destruction of the economic basis of the Croatian-Slavonian nobility. Moreover, the Croatian and Slavonian nobility was from the 15th century avoiding the tax agreement with the King which was a basis for the process of

\textsuperscript{35} Settlement of Vlachs as military was a significant part of the process known as the "militarization" of the Military Border. Term was theoretically well elaborated by Fedor Mošćanin.

\textsuperscript{36} D. ROSSANDO, ‘Etnos, konfesija, tolerancija’, Zagreb 2004, pp. 35-66. This article was a positive response to controversial Article 22 of the Pozsony Diet from 1604. King Rudolf II added Article 22 to the conclusions of the Pozsony Diet although its content was not discussed at the Diet. The Article 22 was directed against Protestants. It caused dissent and disbelief in the Hungarian Kingdom but it was joyously received by the Croatian-Slavonian Diet that responded with his article 1 from 1604. V. KLAIČ, Posojilci Hranička, vol. 3, pp. 566-568.

\textsuperscript{37} Article 22 from 1604 was withdrawn. Ibiden, pp. 577-579.

\textsuperscript{38} Idem. This article follows Article 14 of the Pozsony Diet from the same year (1604), Ibidem, p. 368.

\textsuperscript{39} F. MOŠĆANIN, 'Masovno nanevlazvanje vlaha', p. 690.

\textsuperscript{40} Seć, Acta comitatus, pp. 428, 489.
were ineffective, unadjusted to new circumstances and financially weak. As a result they had to accept ramified military administration controlled by the Inner-Austrian estates in their own kingdom which drastically weakened the military and political authority of the Croatian-Slavonian Ban also.

Secondly, the Croatian-Slavonian Diet was a congregation of the lower and middle nobility. Throughout the 16th century, magnates often ignored the decisions of the Croatian-Slavonian Diet and settled their issues at the Hungarian Diet in Pozsony. The Croatian-Slavonian Diet even threatened to exclude them from its work, but it was an empty threat since the Kingdom needed those magnates and their troops as defence. Even if sanctioned by the King, the Diet’s decisions could be implemented only if they did not tangle with opposing interests of some magnates, or the interests of the Habsburg King and his relatives in Inner-Austria. The Croatian-Slavonian Diet simply did not have political and financial stronghold to execute its own decisions.

As a consequence, only a few magnates managed to solve the Vlach question to their own advantage, but the affairs were settled with the Habsburgs individually and not through a Diet. Zrinski managed to avert the Habsburgs from issuing Vlachs in Lič with “privileges”, but it was done through Zrinski’s private action directly in the Habsburg’s court in Prague and not through the Diet. According to Fedor Močanin, Nikola Zrinski probably interrupted the expedition of already signed “privileges” to Vlachs in Gornjiče. The Frankopan possession of the Gornjiče area was recognised not because of the Diet’s pressure but because of their military value for the Habsburgs on the Croatian Border.

Therefore, intolerant decisions and actions of the Diet towards Protestants and Orthodox in the Kingdom had to be investigated bearing in mind the Kingdom’s institutional insufficiencies, individual magnate strategies and the balance between economic and religious policies of all involved parties.

case, where mentioned issues resolved differently, see H. Miller, Henry VIII and the English Nobility, Oxford 1989 (1986), pp. 6-37.

66 Nađa Klaić also called attention to the illiberal politics of the Croatian-Slavonian Diet and its incapability that was again and again visible in native requests addressed to the king. N. Klaić, ‘Borba plematova za vlast u kraljevinu’, pp. 704-705.

67 By the end of the 16th century the Ban’s troops were cut by half - to some 500 men. The Ban and the Diet could not finance even them. In military terms, from 1578 the Ban had no jurisdiction over Border commanders. The Croatian-Slavonian Diet had no steady financial incomes (incomes from taxes were meagre and irregular). One of the main claims of the Croatian-Slavonian Diet in the 16th and 17th century is the return of Ban’s authorities, both military and political. V. Klaić, Povijest Hrvatske, vol. 5, passing. Štefanec, Diet in Bracc an der Mur.

The Catholic Church

The Catholic Church had religious jurisdiction over the entire Croatian-Slavonian Kingdom. In the Protestant case, the Catholic Church was of the utmost importance to the Habsburgs. Namely, from circa 1540s to 1600 almost 90% of the nobility, and the prevalent amount of the remaining population in Habsburg Hereditary Lands and the Hungarian Kingdom was Protestant. A large number of Protestants was also present in the Czech Kingdom. Fierce counter-reformation led by the Habsburgs in all of their provinces began from 1560s, intensifying towards 1590s – just in the period when the repopulation of the Croatian and Slavonian Border was under way. The counter-reformation was the most important Habsburg agenda next to the anti-Ottoman defence. Due to the strong position of the Catholic Church in the Croatian-Slavonian Kingdom, the Habsburgs did not have to worry about the religious orientation of the majority of the Croatian and Slavonian nobility. They were predominantly Catholic with the exception of magnates (Zrinski, Erdei, Taby, etc.). In the period considered, the Catholic Church could not convert those magnates though it tried. Despite intolerant politics towards Protestants, it had to cooperate with Protestant magnates as well as the Habsburgs had.

The Catholic Church had limited influence on Gornje affairs, but I will shortly present its position since it greatly influenced the attitudes and actions of the Croatian-Slavonian Diet. In the 16th century the Catholic Church was one of two strongest feudal owners in the Slavonian Kingdom – next to the Protestant Erdödy family. The Catholic Church had economic interests in subordinating the newcomers on its estates conducting a policy equivalent to the majority of Croatian and Slavonian noblemen and magnates. Until 1609, many more Vlachs settled on the Slavonian Border than on the Croatian Border. Furthermore, settlement in Slavonia was rapid and more organised.

The greatest problem for the Catholic Church was the settlement of Vlachs on Church properties, especially those near Ivanić. From 1599, they repeatedly wrote to the Archduke to subordinate newly arrived Vlachs under their feudal and religious jurisdiction⁶⁸. The King was rather sympathetic and considerate in this particular case. He ordered the Archduke to please the Bishop of Zagreb as much as possible. The King actually said that it would only be fair to subordinate the Vlachs to the Bishop if they were settled on Church properties, allowing the Church to privately negotiate with the Vlachs about their possible privileges⁶⁹. Bishop Nikola Seljčić was satisfied but the Archduke had problems since he had already promised military status to these Vlachs and could not revoke it. In the end the Archduke won.⁷¹ Probably, the whole issue was arranged between the King and the Archduke, attempting to show the King’s consideration while the Archduke should take blame and guilt in the eyes of the Catholic Church. Regarding Vlachs, the Habsburgs and the Catholic Church had diverse military and economic interests.

Vlach settlers were led by Orthodox bishops and priests. They were addressing Habsburg authorities as Christians, explicitly appealing to the Christian unity in the conflict with the Mahometan unchristian faith⁷². Their attitude could be well illustrated through their following statements: “We fled from the tyrannical Turkish service and power to the Christian land to be subordinate to the Emperor’s power and service [goualt und dienst]. With our honour, wives and children and with our lives and properties, we will always be loyal and obedient to the Emperor, as soldiers and frontiersmen of the beloved Christianity against the universal enemy of the Christian faith ... we will not accept any other authority as some ordinary peasants that can be taxed or burdened with various dues and labour services”. Or: “We came here from the Mahometan servitude humbly accepting the rule of Your Majesty and desiring to protect our loving homeland …”, and so on. These were common place in Vlach complaints and a Vlach standpoint for the next several decades. They emphasized their Christian faith as a factor uniting them with the Emperor against the common enemy of Christianity. How could it be that religion was not the primary problem in the negotiations of the Catholic Church with Orthodox Vlachs in the period considered⁷⁴?

⁷⁴ See ROKSANDIK, ‘Religious Tolerance’. 
assisted the settlement and had to be rewarded and carefully handled by magnates and the military administration. They were not forced to enter the Union though they adhered to it throughout most of the 17th century. They erected a small wooden monastery with the Church of St. John the Baptist and brought with them necessary religious books and liturgical items. From the beginning of the 18th century, the Orthodox monastery in Gomirje became a prominent centre of anti-unionist policy. Vlachs in the Gomirje region, or in the Croatian Border as a whole, could not obtain a long-lasting judicial communal autonomy as Vlachs on the Slavonian Border had since the Zriniski and Frankopan families were gravely opposed to it. Still, their religious beliefs were not perceived as dangerous as in the Slavonian case.

**Conclusion: Tolerance and Intolerance as a Play of Interest**

Finally, several conclusions need to be made. I have presented one case study indicative for the large part of the Croatian-Slavonian Kingdom in the 16th and the first half of the 17th century. The examined actors - the newly-arriving Vlachs, the noblemen, the military authorities, the Croatian-Slavonian Diet, the Catholic Church, the King and so on attempted to resettle desolated territory and accomplish diverse goals. Along the way they exhibited variously motivated patterns of intolerant and tolerant behaviour towards the newcomers.

To sum up, the military authorities were attempting to retain the military potential of the nobility and to establish a self-reliant and self-financing defensive system with the lowest financial input. They constantly insisted on the military value of the Vlachs, claiming that the noble’s land was abandoned and unused for decades. Settling Vlachs as soldiers onto the nobles’ estates and providing them with lands and special status was the least expensive method if the noble resistance was defeated. After the Vlachs were settled they were often mishandled by the military officers. The attitude towards Vlachs was dominantly opportunistic and could in no way be described as
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Vlachs came to the Slavonian Border in such large numbers that they were already, by 1609, allowed to establish an Orthodox Bishopric (Pravoslavna episkopija) centred in the Marča monastery. The Bishopric should serve the religious needs of all Orthodox believers in Hungary, Croatia, Slavonia and to the furthest borders of Carniola. Orthodox Vlachs and their priests and bishops had to recognise supreme papal authority and subordinate themselves hierarchically to the bishops of Zagreb (Church Union). The bishops of Zagreb even provided them with lands. Orthodox hierarchy in Slavonia accepted this solution at first. The Union softened the possibility of religious clashes, appeased the Catholic Church and enabled the Habsburgs to introduce large groups of Vlachs onto the Slavonian Border and to grant them special status in 1630, known as Statuta Valachorum. Most of the domestic nobility was also pacified by the Church Union, although grudging the Protestant military commanders and Protestant Croatian-Slavonian nobility who were settling Vlachs without regard to their Orthodox faith.

As far as the Gomirje region was concerned, the Catholic Church was not so strong here. Protestant nobles and a number of Inner-Austrian Protestant military commanders were much less concerned by the Orthodox beliefs of the Vlach population. In 1602, several monks (kaluderi) from the Krka monastery in Ottoman Dalmatia joined the Vlach population. They

---


For example, the bishop of Zagreb, Ivan Đaković, granted lands around Marča to Simon Vrstanja. M. Sladojčić, Poseti Biskupija Senjske i Modruške ili Krkanske, Tržaške, 1826, pp. 431-433.

The problem for the Bishopric of Zagreb through most of the 17th century was how to establish a real Union and to prevent Orthodox hierarchy to accept Union only in the time of election of various officials and continue with old practices as soon as they did no longer needed the King’s approval. The Bishopric of Zagreb wanted to abolish the Orthodox Bishopric and the Habsburgs did not, since it could incite rebellions. E. Međančev, ‘Ljudsko narjevavo vlaha’, p. 699.


V. Kašić, Povijest Hrvatske, vol. 5, p. 567.

M. Sladojčić, Poseti Biskupija, p. 436. According to Dušan Kašić, one old monk came with the Vlachs in 1600. In 1602, several more followed (six or seven depending on the author). D. Lj. Kašić, Manastir Gomirje. Posjedom proljeće 400 godišnje osnutaka manastira, Beograd 1997, pp. 12-13. A study of the monastery of Gomirje with an emphasis on the 18th and 19th centuries in D.Lj. Kašić, Srpski manastiri u Hrvatskoj i Slavoniji, Beograd 1971, pp. 37-94; 4 The most prominent monks were Akinje Vrančić, Vitan Vukčić and Martinje Orlović. In 1621, they erected a watchtower next to the monastery. The watchtower was turned into the church tower in 1719 and next to the church tower a church was built (1730). Borić, Biskupska Senjska i Modruška, p. 195; Kašić, Manastir Gomirje, pp. 12-13.

Borić, Biskupska Senjska i Modruška, pp. 194-196; Kašić, Manastir Gomirje, pp. 16-26.
tolerant. The attitude towards landowners and noblemen was consciously and perennially intolerant in legal terms, disrespecting their right to dispose with their lands.

Nobility was primarily interested in the economic functioning of their estates and their protection, attempting to intertwine these two goals. The landowners acted intolerantly towards the Vlachs, restricting economic and personal freedoms that were promised to them – whether the status of private Vlachs or the status of soldiers. They welcomed them under false pretences and shortly after their arrival they attempted to subordinate them as private Vlachs or serfs. Žrinski and Frankopan as well as military commanders attempted to disseminate stereotypes about Vlach treacherous and criminal behaviour mainly to facilitate fulfilment of their goals. Admittedly, Vlachs were damaging the surrounding people, robbing and plundering, using pastures that were not theirs and so on. Still, positive or negative opinions of the Vlachs became irrelevant as soon as they were subordinated.

Vlachs came explicitly because of the privileges offered, in order to improve or retain their social and economic status. Leaders of Vlach groups – in the majority of cases these were Orthodox priests or monks – were often provided with more land in return for their faithful service. Vlachs desired to obtain a status of soldier in emperor's service, exhibiting various patterns of tolerant/intolerant behaviour. They were mostly justifying their requests by the common Christian aim – the Christian unity with the Ottomans whom they had served until that time. Their status was perceived as dangerous by the “old Vlachs” and privileged inhabitants of Ogulin which resulted with respective patterns of behaviour.

In the period considered Habsburgs were waging a war against Protestants in the most of their territory. The Croatian-Slavonian Diet was prescribing fierce intolerant laws against the Protestants - though with meagre results. Similar laws were still not directed against the Orthodox. In the case of Orthodox Vlachs the Diet and the Habsburgs were almost completely preoccupied with legal, economic and military status of newcomers and not with their religious affiliation. In the examined sources there were slight signs of religious dispute between the Protestant military officers and magnates (Žrinski), Orthodox Vlachs and Catholic Habsburgs. Due to the Union, religious differences between the Catholics and the Orthodox were still considered secondary and religious issues were in practice handled from the viewpoint of Christian unity in opposition to Islam. Counter-reformation was so dominant in the religious affairs of the Croatian-Slavonian Kingdom that the majority, along with the Habsburgs, was convinced that the Orthodox population could be assimilated through the Union. The establishment and

continuation of Orthodox monasteries in Gomirje and Marća supports this line of argument. As the attempts of Union failed and the Orthodox hierarchy strengthened towards the end of the 17th century, patterns of behaviour against the Orthodox became more intolerant.

The main reasons of intolerant patterns of behaviour were legal status, economic advancement and military considerations – depending on the faction. On the very frontier of Islam and Christianity religious discord within Christianity resulted with religious intolerance on institutional and legal levels. Still, due to numerous presented reasons, religious intolerance did not trigger such violent practices as demonstrated in neighbouring Habsburg lands. The religious ‘reconciliation’ in the period and area considered was a result of interest oriented intolerance.

Fig. 1 - Border Sections.

A comparative case is provided by Mile Bogović. He shows in the case of Dalmatia that the patterns of behaviour of both Catholic and Orthodox side became more intolerant when the Union ceased to be seen as a possible solution and with the development of the hierarchy of the Serbian Orthodox Church – around the beginning of the 18th century. BOGOVIĆ, Katolička crkva i pravoslavlje.
Fig. 2 - Zrinski possessions.